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Aiyana and The Counterfeit Cowboys 
 
Simmering dusty haze…the sun melts into an oozing landslide descending along the jaunty 
spine of a mountain spur. For centuries it had leaked and spewed along these ridgelines, pooling 
in this evening valley, both scorched and scoured, and yet in this very hour, truly swirling in 
this vibrant glaze of dusk. Yet, absorbed into the natural virtues of this amber landscape, the 
Man transcends…a body painted into the earthy ochre tones of Arizona, his spirit the native 
hue of the setting sun. 
  

Aiyana…my name…was Aiyana. 
  
Or in memory it remains as so. As my mother had once pronounced it in her native Navajo 
tongue… 
     
I gazed out from the edge of a suburban oasis; the sprawling suburbs behind me neatly rounded 
off into cul-de-sacs, cushioning the native ‘WASPS’ from the striking awe of this untamed 
earth, an infinite expanse of dirt stretched forth beyond the radius of suburbia’s stuttering 
sprinklers. 
  
And yet, for the transience of a few short moments each day, my identity was condensed to the 
confines of a Western Man’s perspective…the world of my Navajo past compressed into the 
canister of Columbia Pictures’ latest film, “The Searchers”, 1956.  
  
I stood voiceless, an ‘extra’, a mute character embellished in a superficial spectacle of eagle 
feathers and the pumpkin yellows of tribal pigments that my tribe had never worn. Gowned in 
a nomadic garment of milkweed fibres that twined about my naked body, the rolling sweat 
upon my brow smeared my facial palette of minerals into a muddy abstraction of tones. And 
as the brilliance of the searing sunset welled in the sheen of my charcoal irises, I could feel the 
director from his chair call “cut”. 
  
For the ‘Wild West’, was wild by virtue...but your cinematic hellscape twists our history ever 
wilder... 

*** 
Clutching a crumpled Budweiser, Aiyana smokes a cigarette on the edge of a powder blue 
diving board, his legs dangling over the empty pool, its hollow interior chipped in patches of 
aqua as its ladder absurdly descended into the incomplete void below. The Navajo totem poles 
of his heritage, inscribed with the ancient carvings of falcons and bears, now decay and poison 
with the surging veins of telephone wires. And as the neon lights of this Suburban oasis flicker 
into an artificial evening glow, the filmstrip of the setting sun dissolves into an ultraviolet ooze, 
over-saturated, and over-exposed by the modern sprawl behind him… 
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Brief Explanation and Inspiration for Creative Choices (should not be included in word 
count but may be read out of interest for further information) 
 
Upon reflecting on the notion of “IMAGES” and our changing modern landscape of film and 
media, I ultimately found inspiration within Tarantino’s ‘Once Upon a Time in Hollywood’, 
and specifically the way it revisits Hollywood’s ‘Golden Age’ through a revisionist lens. In a 
similar vein, my creative piece draws upon Bahktinian notions of the ‘carnivalesque’ as I seek 
to parody white-washed American cinema that for centuries had both normalised and 
commodified the “image” of the American Dream. By presenting a corrupted stream-of-
consciousness voice, my piece unashamedly mocks the cultural misappropriation and 
maltreatment of the American Indian voice during this otherwise embellished era.  
  
Indeed, deriving from Jean Baudrillard’s assertion that “It is no longer that the territory 
precedes the map, but that map that engenders the territory" (The Precession of Simulacra, 
1981), the reality created by the film, ‘The Searchers’ creates a hyperreality that ‘determines 
the real’. Specifically, as my protagonist Aiyana is “embellished in a superficial spectacle of 
eagle feathers that my tribe had never worn”, the natural American Indian landscape is 
“compressed and commodified into a reel of negatives”, the film a hyperreality replacing the 
real world. Indeed, as the “artificial evening glow and setting sun dissolve into an ultraviolet 
ooze” upon my narratives conclusion, this combination of filmic metaphors and the natural 
landscape conflates the worlds of the film and reality itself, as in the end the distinction between 
the two is lost, “there is only the simulacrum” (Baudrillard). 
 
In these ways, within this highly complex system of divulging images, perspectives and 
realities, these cultural dissonances only become resolved into a singular image within the 
unified perspective of the modern reader themselves. 
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